Abstract-Smartphones are now capable of supporting a wide range of applications, many of which demand an ever increasing computational power. This poses a challenge because smartphones are resource-constrained devices with limited computation power, memory, storage, and energy. Fortunately, the cloud computing technology offers virtually unlimited dynamic resources for computation, storage, and service provision. Therefore, researchers envision extending cloud computing services to mobile devices to overcome the smartphones constraints. The challenge in doing so is that the traditional smartphone application models do not support the development of applications that can incorporate cloud computing features and requires specialized mobile cloud application models. This article presents mobile cloud architecture, offloading decision affecting entities, application models classification, the latest mobile cloud application models, their critical analysis and future research directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
C LOUD computing is a coalesce of many computing fields and has gained much popularity in the recent years. Cloud computing provides computing, storage, services, and applications over the Internet. Moreover, cloud computing facilitates to reduce capital cost, decouple services from the underlying technology, and provides flexibility in terms of resource provisioning.
Similarly, smartphones are also gaining enormous popularity due to the support for a wide range of applications, such as games, image processing, video processing, e-commerce, and online social network services. As smartphone applications increase in complexity, so do their demand on computing resources. Unfortunately, the advances in smartphone hardware and battery life have been slow to respond to the computational demands of applications evolved over the years. Therefore, many applications are still unsuitable for smartphones due to constraints, such as low processing power, limited memory, unpredictable network connectivity, and limited battery life [1] , [2] .
In general, to make the smartphones energy efficient and computationally capable, major hardware and software level changes are needed, which requires the developers and manufacturers to work together [3] , [4] , [5] . Due to size-constraints, hardware level changes alone may not enable smartphones to achieve true unlimited computational power. Therefore, software-level changes are more effective, where computation is performed on remote resources with partial support of a smartphone's hardware [6] .
Computation offloading is a procedure that migrates resource-intensive computations from a mobile device to the resource-rich cloud, or server (called nearby infrastructure). Cloud based computation offloading enhances the applications performance, reduces battery power consumption, and execute applications that are unable to execute due to insufficient smartphone resources. Moreover, cloud offers storage services [7] that can be used to overcome the storage constraints of the smartphones. Currently, many applications exist with cloud support for multiple domains, such as commerce [8] , healthcare [9] , [10] , education [11] , [12] , social networks [13] , gaming [14] , file sharing [15] , and searching [16] , among others.
We define mobile cloud computing as an integration of cloud computing technology with mobile devices to make the mobile devices resource-full in terms of computational power, memory, storage, energy, and context awareness. Mobile cloud computing is the outcome of interdisciplinary approaches comprising mobile computing and cloud computing. Therefore, this transdisciplinary domain is also referred as mobicloud computing [17] .
The term mobile cloud is generally referred to in two perspectives: (a) infrastructure based, and (b) ad-hoc mobile cloud. In infrastructure based mobile cloud, the hardware infrastructure remains static and provides services to the mobile users. Alternatively, ad-hoc mobile cloud refers to a group of mobile devices that acts as a cloud and provides access to local or Internet based cloud services to other mobile devices. In this survey, we limit the selection of application models to the former case namely, the infrastructure based mobile cloud. Therefore, ad-hoc mobile cloud based systems/application models [18] and associated issues, such as mobility of cloud infrastructure and geo-distribution of service nodes [19] , [20] , are beyond the scope of this survey.
Although cloud is useful for computing and storage [21] , [22] , [23] , the traditional computation offloading techniques cannot be used for the smartphones directly, because these techniques are generally energy-unaware and bandwidthhungry. Moreover, the traditional mobile application models support the development of applications that can execute only on mobile devices without computation offloading. However, 1553 -877X/14/$31.00 c 2014 IEEE there are a few applications that utilize cloud resources, but the usage is limited to only storage and application-specific services, such as Apple's Siri (voice based personal assistant) and iCloud storage service. Therefore, smartphones require an application model that supports computation offloading and is optimized for mobile cloud environment in terms of heterogeneity, context awareness, application partitioning overhead, network data cost, bandwidth, and energy consumption.
There are various generic surveys that highlight the importance of mobile cloud computing. In [24] , the authors discuss two mobile cloud application models (Hyrax [25] , cloudlets [2] ) and emphasize on the importance of intelligent access schemes [26] . In [27] and [28] , the authors discuss generic issues of a mobile cloud. In [29] , the authors present basic level comparison of the application models. However, most of the techniques discussed in [29] are not applicable to infrastructure based cloud environments or cannot be classified as application models. Also, the authors did not identify the issues associated with the application models.
The main contribution of this article is to survey the most recent mobile cloud application models (work done between 2008-2012) and highlight their strengths, weaknesses and issues that need further attention. We also present the differences between cloud and mobile cloud computing, mobile cloud architecture, and the main entities that impact the overall computation offloading decision. Moreover, we highlight the parameters that affect mobile cloud application models, and present classification of application models. Furthermore, we compare and critically analyze the application models along their critical outstanding issues, and suggest future research directions.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II presents mobile cloud architecture, computation offloading workflow, and entities that affect computation offloading process. Section III presents the criteria for comparison of mobile cloud application models. Section IV discusses the mobile cloud application models and highlights their advantages and shortcoming. Section V presents comparison of application models, and mobile cloud applications. Finally, Section VI concludes with a discussion of critical outstanding issues and future research directions in this area.
II. MOBILE CLOUD ARCHITECTURE & COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
The main objective of cloud computing is to facilitate small businesses in a cost effective fashion to provide access to technologies that are beyond their reach. By using cloud computing, small businesses can expand their IT resources based on service demands and avail equal opportunities of growth to compete with other businesses within the market. Alternatively, the primary objective of mobile cloud computing is to provide enhanced user experiences to mobile users that may be in terms of computation time, battery life, communication, services, and mobile device resource enhancement. Therefore, both of these technologies have different objectives and challenges. For instance, in mobile cloud computing, the network connectivity, amount of communication, bandwidth utilization cost, and mobile device energy are considered to be the foremost issues, which may not be the case (or least important) in cloud computing. However, the mobile cloud application models are based on the standard cloud service model that includes Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [30] , Platform as a Service (PaaS) [31] , and Software as a Service (SaaS) [32] , [33] . Therefore, based on the working of the application models, any of these service layers can be utilized. Some of the well-known services for mobile cloud computing include Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [34] , Google App Engine [31] , and Microsoft Azure [35] .
To the best of our knowledge there is no standard definition or feature characterization of mobile cloud computing. Therefore, we present the possible best comparison of cloud and mobile cloud computing in terms of significance of the issues listed in Table I .
A. Mobile Cloud Architecture
In the current mobile cloud architecture, mobile devices can access cloud services in two ways, i.e., through mobile network (telecom network) or through access points, as shown in Figure 1 .
In the mobile network (telecom network provider) case, the mobile devices such as cellular/satellite smartphones [36] are connected to a mobile network through a Base Station (BS) or via a satellite link. However, if the smartphones are not equipped with a satellite communication module, then external satellite communication devices [37] are used. The telecom networks are further connected to the Internet and provide Internet connectivity to the users. Therefore, if the users have mobile network connectivity, the users can access cloud based services through the Internet.
In the access point case, the mobile users connect to the access points through Wi-Fi that is further connected to the Internet service provider to provide Internet connectivity to the users. Therefore, the mobile cloud users can access cloud based services without utilizing telecom services, which may charge them for data traffic. Moreover, Wi-Fi based connections provide low latency and consume less energy compared to 3G connections [14] . Consequently, mobile cloud users prefer to use Wi-Fi Internet connections whenever accessible.
B. Computation Offloading Decision Making
A mobile cloud application goes through the following steps before offloading computations to the cloud. Figure 2 presents the basic workflow of the computation offloading process. The workflow starts with the execution of an application followed by checking the user's offloading permission. If offloading is enabled, then application checks connectivity to the cloud resources and notes the available/assigned resources. The next step involves deciding whether offloading is favorable, depending on the users' desired objective (discussed in Section IV). If it is favorable, then the computation offloading is performed. Otherwise, the application performs all computations locally.
The decision of computation offloading is an extremely complex process and is affected by different entities, for instance user, connection, smartphone, application model, application (nature) and cloud service. Figure 3 presents different entities that can affect the computation offloading decision in multiple ways.
1) User: A user may enable or disable the computation offloading based on network data cost, cloud service cost, importance of data privacy and job turnaround time. Moreover, the decision is also dependent on the users' desired objective. For instance, a user may be interested in saving energy, enhancing application performance or executing an application that does not have sufficient resources on the smartphone.
2) Connection: Different communication technologies have their own limitations. For instance, Wi-Fi based connections provide high bandwidth and shorter delays. Alternatively, 3G connections provide lower bandwidth and suffer from higher delays compared to Wi-Fi connections [14] . Therefore, if both connections are available, then user may prefer to use Wi-Fi connection. However, Wi-Fi connectivity is not always feasible, particularly in mobile environments. Therefore, 3G/4G connections that charge for bandwidth usage are used. Hence, from a connection point of view, the computation offloading decision can be affected by network bandwidth, delay, and cost. 
3) Smartphone:
The smartphones have achieved great development in terms of hardware resources in the past few years. The latest smartphones are equipped with high performance processors, memory, sensors and storage. For instance, Sony Xperia S [38] comes up with 1.5GHz Dual Core processor, 1GB RAM, 32GB data storage support, and 1750mAh battery. Similarly, HTC One X [39] has 1.5Ghz Quad-core processor, 1GB RAM, 32GB data storage support, and 1800mAh battery. Therefore, it is obvious that users with high performance smartphones may require mobile cloud support less frequently, compared to the users that have low 
4) Application Model:
The mobile cloud application models differ from each other in terms of design and objectives. For instance, the objective of computation offloading may be energy efficiency, application performance or application execution for devices that do not have sufficient resources. The application models may also differ in terms of context awareness, application partitioning, code availability in the cloud, profilers and overhead. A detailed discussion of these parameters is provided in Section III.
5) Application:
The computation offloading decision also depends on the nature of the application. For instance, an application that requires local hardware resources (GPS, camera, and sensors) may not be able to execute in the cloud unless the application is partitioned into components, and local-resource independent components are moved to the cloud. Similarly, if the application data is unavailable in the cloud and the input data size is too large, then smartphone side computation may be favorable. Alternatively, transferring a large amount of data may incur higher turnaround time and consume higher energy in terms of communication, which may offset the benefits of offloading.
6) Cloud Service: The selection of cloud service is very crucial for computation offloading. Therefore, if a user requires mobile cloud support for computation offloading, then it is important that the cloud must have runtime support for the offloaded application/component. Moreover, the leased cloud service must be rich in resources in order to gain advantage of computation offloading. For example, if a smartphone and a Virtual Machine (VM) [40] , [41] (deployed in the cloud) have the same specifications (computational power, memory), then the user may not get any improvement in the application performance. Although the scenario may be beneficial in terms of energy (depending on data/code size), it is not beneficial for enhancing application performance. In fact, the application performance may decrease due to the additional computation and delay involved in the offloading process.
All of the above mentioned entities have vital importance in the decision of computation offloading. However, it is the responsibility of the application models to perform the computation offloading considering the related entities. Therefore, in this survey we mainly focus application models taking into account the related entities.
III. CRITERIA FOR COMPARISON OF APPLICATION MODELS
This section highlights various parameters that play a vital role in the acceptance of any mobile cloud application model. Therefore, the mobile cloud application models that address most of the following parameters are considered to be preeminent. The selected mobile cloud application models presented in section IV are compared based on the parameters discussed in following subsections.
A. Context Awareness
Context awareness of an application model refers to its awareness about the entities and parameters that can affect the decision of computation offloading. In principal, it is very important for an application model to be context aware because static offloading is not always beneficial, and cases may occur where the performance of the applications degrade with the computation offloading [42] . The computation offloading decision affecting entities and parameters are already discussed in Section III.
B. Latency
In mobile cloud computing, latency is defined as the time involved in offloading the computation and getting back the results from the nearby infrastructure or cloud, sometimes referred as turnaround time. The latency depends on multiple factors, such as offloaded code size, data input size, location of the required data, offloading scheme and granularity, network bandwidth, execution delay, and resultant data size.
In practice, the latency of an application model may vary from case to case. For instance, in clone based application models, if a smartphone and its clone are synchronized on short time intervals, then synchronization may not be required before offloading and the latency may be low. Alternatively, if the synchronization is done after long time intervals or on demand, then synchronization will be required before computation offloading so that the execution is done accurately. However, the runtime synchronization may increase latency.
Moreover, some application models require installations on the nearby infrastructure, and the installation time may vary from a few seconds to a few minutes [2] , [43] . Also, the computation platforms are not always in a ready state and may require seconds to minutes to startup the service [44] . Therefore, the service startup delay makes the application models unsuitable for real-time applications.
C. Bandwidth Utilization
In the application models, bandwidth utilization refers to the amount of data/code migrated to offload the computation. Therefore, if the computation offloading requires a large amount of data to be transferred on runtime, then higher latencies may occur. Alternatively, if the data is offloaded to the cloud in advance to reduce the offloading latency, then synchronization of the data is required as discussed in the previous section. However, if the synchronization is done on short time intervals, then the communication may lead to high bandwidth usage that is not free in cellular networks. Nevertheless, costly bandwidth is not the only primary concern. Bandwidth in the wireless networks is limited as compared to the wired networks, particularly in cellular networks. The 4G technology [45] aids to narrow down the bandwidth gap between wireless and the wired networks. However, there still exist many issues related to the access protocols and the network architecture. Even if the current 4G issues are ignored, the cellular network bandwidth utilization may never be free that makes efficient bandwidth utilization an important concern. Therefore, during the development of the mobile cloud application models, efforts must be made to optimize and negotiate a tradeoff between bandwidth utilization and latency.
D. Generality
The generality of an application model refers to its support for a range of applications. In practice, there are multiple types of applications with different resource demands and behavior. For instance, tasks like scanning files for viruses, indexing files for quick search, and crawling news website for the latest news are delay tolerant tasks that do not require user interaction after initiation. Once the tasks are completed, the results can be synced back to the smartphones. Alternatively, the applications used for the image, speech, and video processing may require quick response from the cloud to smoothen the interaction between the user and the smartphone application. Consequently, it is quite challenging for an application model to support multiple types of applications. However, efforts must be made to design mobile cloud application models that can support all types of applications.
E. Privacy
With the advancements in the mobile device technology, sensors such as GPS have become cheap, and are available in nearly all the latest smartphones. Many recent applications [46] , [47] , [48] require user location to deliver locationbased services. These services are either user-invoked to get location related information [49] , or service-provider invoked to deliver location-based ads. For instance, many free mobile applications [50], [51] , require GPS access to show locationbased ads against the free services availed by the users. Therefore, the location information of the users can cause serious privacy issues, particularly when other user-related information is already known [52] , [53] .
Similarly, data privacy is also important and is one of the main bottlenecks that restrict consumers from adopting mobile cloud computing. The users' data stored in the cloud may include emails, tax reports, personal images, salary and health reports etc, and may contain sensitive information. Therefore, the consumers cannot afford any privacy leakage as it may lead to financial loss and legal issues [54] . The European Union has passed some laws [55] , [56] for the handling of data, according to which the data storage servers must reside in the countries that can provide sufficient protection. Moreover, in some cases the data storage location must be known. However, this is not always possible in a cloud environment due to the absence of standards, data privacy, and cloud security [57] . Therefore, to gain consumers trust in the mobile cloud, the application models must support application development with privacy protection and implicit authentication mechanisms [58] , [59] .
F. Complexity
The applications developed for the mobile cloud platforms must be able to execute in both online and offline mode. Moreover, the applications must utilize minimum bandwidth with considerable delay. Therefore, some models (discussed in Section IV) partition the applications into manageable and off-loadable components (sub-partitions) that can move to the cloud with minimal bandwidth requirement.
The application component offloading can be done in two ways, i.e., static and dynamic. In static offloading, the programmers pre-determine the application components that can be offloaded to the cloud. However, this solution is not very effective, as many entities may affect the computation offloading (discussed in Section III). Alternatively, in dynamic (also called context aware) offloading, the execution location of the components is not pre-determined, and the offloading decisions are made intelligently by analyzing contextual information, such as, smartphone resources, bandwidth, latency, energy, and cloud resources.
Moreover, some application models use parallelism in the cloud to reduce execution delay, but depending on the cloud service, the parallelism may not always be supported [60] . In [61] , [62] , [63] , the authors propose multiple techniques to achieve Quality of Service (QoS) by reducing latency. The features, such as application partitioning, dynamic offloading, resource monitoring, contextual information analysis, and cloud parallelism add to the complexity of the application models. Therefore, complex mobile cloud application models may be difficult to implement and may incur high overhead on the smartphones in terms of computation, memory and energy.
G. Security
Security is one of the most prominent bottlenecks in the adoption of cloud computing [64] . Cloud computing endure a number of security issues, for instance, data access control [65] , data distribution over a distributed infrastructure, data integrity, service availability, and secure communication. Also, the mobility adds some additional security issues [66] , [67] that make mobile cloud security more challenging. Another security issue that requires concern is the provisioning of virtually unlimited resources to untrustworthy users [68] . For example, an adversary may use virtually unlimited resources against the enterprises, and cause problems for the victims and the cloud service providers.
In mobile cloud computing, security needs to be analyzed from two perspectives, i.e., the smartphone and the cloud. The smartphones must be clean from the malicious codes, such as viruses, trojan horses, and worms. The malicious codes are security threats and can change an application's behavior, which may cause privacy leakage or data corruption. Therefore, to keep the smartphones clean from the malicious codes, security applications [69] , [70] , [71] , must be used regularly. However, the scanning process of the security applications is a computation-intensive task that consumes high energy. Therefore, it is not feasible for the smartphones to execute security applications for extended periods. In [72] , [73] , [74] , the authors propose multiple techniques that perform computation offloading of (malicious code scanning) resource-intensive tasks to achieve security and gain energy efficiency. Alternatively, from the cloud security perspective, the data stored in the cloud can be lost, altered, denied, or leaked. Therefore, the data stored in the cloud must have multiple backups with integrity support to avoid data loss and undesired modifications. In [74] , [75] , [76] , [77] , the authors propose multiple techniques that focus data integrity issues. Nevertheless, security is one of the important issues of the mobile cloud computing and demands serious consideration during the development and adoption of application models.
H. Programming Abstraction
The cloud platforms support different APIs, data models, query languages, and cost models. Similarly, the smartphones run different operating systems that have variable hardware and software requirements. Therefore, the heterogeneities in smartphones and cloud platforms make the development of mobile cloud applications complicated. However, the heterogeneities arise due to the lack of standards and sometimes self created by the vendors to retain the users.
To facilitate the programmers in development of mobile cloud applications, new tools are required that provide programming abstraction and hide the underlying complexities of the cloud and smartphones. Moreover, the new tools must enhance the performance of applications, and allow programmers to control the behavior and execution location of the applications [78] , [79] , [80] . For instance, MapReduce [81] and Hadoop [82] allow the development of applications without knowing the underlying operational complexity, and make the coding easier for the programmers. Therefore, during the development of mobile cloud application models, the heterogeneity issues must be considered, and effort must be made to keep the programming abstraction high, so that the developers can easily adopt new programming tools and application models.
I. Scalability
Scalability is one of the most important features of cloud computing. Therefore, the mobile cloud application models must support the development of applications that can scale in the cloud to meet unpredictable user demands. Moreover, the application models must enhance the supported features to incorporate new types of applications in a timely manner. Nevertheless, the mobile cloud application models must also be scalable in terms of adoption. For instance, an application model that requires nearby computational infrastructure and demands heavy software installations is less scalable compared to the application model that is based on the cloud platform having no hardware setup requirement. However, the scalability is not only dependent on the application model, and to some extent depends on the cloud platform. For instance, in Amazon EC2 [34] users can control almost the entire software stack. This feature restricts Amazon's ability to provide automatic scalability as the replication control becomes highly application dependent. Alternatively, Google AppEngine [31] focuses on the traditional web applications with stateless computation and stateful data storage that makes the applications impressively scalable. Therefore, the aforementioned scalability issues must be considered during the development or adoption of the mobile cloud application models.
J. Execution resource
The mobile cloud applications execute in two ways [2] , [83] . In the first case, the applications execute on the nearby infrastructure that acts as a (virtual) cloud, for instance, personal computers, laptops, and servers. In the second case, the applications execute in a real cloud, for instance, Amazon EC2 [34], Google App Engine [31] , and Microsoft Live Mesh [84] . Therefore, the mobile cloud application models may support execution of the applications on either nearby infrastructure, cloud or both.
Execution resource significantly affects the scalability and availability of the application models. For instance, the availability of a nearby infrastructure is an unrealistic assumption, particularly when the user is on the move. Therefore, the assumption may be valid only for home and office environments, where the personal computers or nearby servers are available. However, some application models may require heavy software installations on the infrastructure to support computational offloading. In principal, the personal computers do not promise virtually unlimited resources like real cloud platforms. Moreover, keeping the personal computers always in the ready state, just for the sake of computation offloading is not an energy efficient solution. Therefore, to make the application models scalable and capable of utilizing virtually unlimited resources with guaranteed availability; shifting the task of computation from the nearby infrastructure to the real cloud platforms is an appealing choice. Nevertheless, cloud computing is more energy efficient and the researchers have proposed different energy efficient techniques [85] , [86] , [87] , [88] that can get maximum output from the cloud based servers.
K. Platform
A platform is the underlying software technology of the smartphones on which the application models are based. Smartphones manufactured by different manufacturers can be grouped together based on the operating systems that run on the devices. The renowned smartphone operating systems are Android [89] , iOS [90] (RIM) and its applications are mainly developed in Java. Most of the application models discussed in Section IV supports a single platform due to the heterogeneity of the underlying technologies, and the variety of supported programming languages. For example, Apple iOS does not support Javabased applications, and its applications are purely coded in Objective C. Moreover, some mobile operating systems are not designed for computational offloading, for instance, the Google Android application model has more support for computational offloading compared to Apple iOS.
IV. APPLICATION MODELS FOR MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING
The mobile cloud application models are designed to achieve a particular objective, such as executing applications that have insufficient resources for local execution, enhancing applications performance (in terms of computation time), or achieving energy efficiency on mobile devices. In some scenarios, a single application model may achieve multiple objectives. On the contrary, achieving one objective may affect others. For example, if the primary objective of an application model is to achieve energy efficiency, then certain cases may occur in which performance is sacrificed. Therefore, the application models must be adopted considering the objective(s) and their affect on the counterparts. From the design perspective, the models that support multiple objectives are considered to be preeminent due to support for wide range of applications and scenarios. Based on the objective(s) of the surveyed application models, we classify the mobile cloud application models into four categories that are listed as follows.
A. Performance Based Application Models
The primary objective of performance based application models is to enhance the performance of mobile device applications by utilizing cloud resources. Therefore, the resource intensive computations are offloaded to the high speed cloud where the computation is performed in less time compared to the mobile device. Consequently, applications execute on mobile devices with enhanced performance (in terms of computation time) by utilizing cloud resources.
1) CloneCloud: CloneCloud [95] is based on augmented execution technique that offloads parts of application execution to the nearby infrastructure or cloud. CloneCloud does not require programmer support for the conversion of applications (for cloud environment), and offloads parts of the unmodified application execution from the mobile device to the smartphone clone (in the cloud). The synchronization of the smartphone and its clone is very important for consistent execution. Therefore, when augmentation is required, the smartphone application process enters a sleep state and transfers the process state to the clone. The VM creates a new process state and overlays the received information, followed by execution of the clone. On completion of the execution, the process state of the clones' application is sent to the smartphone, where the process state is reintegrated into the smartphones' application and the application comes out of a sleep state.
CloneCloud supports five types of augmented executions [83] : (a) primary functionality outsourcing that offloads all resource intensive applications to the cloud, whereas the user interface and light weight processing are left on the smartphone, (b) background augmentation that handles system functionalities that do not require frequent user interactions are moved to the cloud while the results are synced with the smartphone on completion, (c) mainline augmentation that facilitates in debugging application issues, such as data leakage, fault tolerance and memory leakage, (d) hardware augmentation that deals with the performance enhancement of the clone by tweaking VM settings, and (e) augmented throughput multiplicity that deals with the parallel execution of the clones and scheduling decisions to gain application performance.
In CloneCloud, the process of application partitioning is fully dynamic. Therefore, an application is analyzed and a static flow control graph is generated that makes a partitioned graph and facilitates in the application partitioning. When an application executes, the threads migrate from the mobile device to the cloud at auto selected points. However, the selection of migrate-able points from where threads can migrate to the cloud is a challenging task as it can affect the overall performance gain of the applications. An example of program partitioning and thread migration is shown in Figure 4 .
The selection of migrate-able points is done with the help of a partitioning component that uses static analyzer, dynamic profiler and mathematical optimizer/optimization solver. The static analyzer is responsible for the analysis of potential migration points (partition choices) and associated constraints, such as mobile device hardware access, native state sharing and cyclic migration. The dynamic profiler is responsible for the collection of cost metrics data that facilitates in the Fig. 4 . Program partitioning and thread migration [95] development of cost models, used for offloading decision making. The cost metrics data can be collected by running the executable repeatedly on both sides (smartphone, cloud) with different input settings. Lastly, the mathematical optimizer/optimization solver is responsible for optimum selection of migration points using cost models. Figure 5 shows high level architecture of the CloneCloud.
The main components of the CloneCloud are node manager, migrator, database, profiler (dynamic profiler) and partition analyzer. The migrator is responsible for suspending, packaging, resuming, and merging the thread states on both sides. The node manager performs provisioning, image synchronization, and handles communication between the migrated threads. Lastly, the database is responsible for record keeping of application partitions. Chun et al. tested CloneCloud prototype for three tasks, i.e., virus scan, image search and behavior profiling [95] . The results show that CloneCloud based applications gained 21.2% performance improvement in terms of execution time.
The advantage of this model is that when a smartphone is lost or destroyed, the clone can be used as a backup for the recovery of data and applications. Moreover, CloneCloud augments execution of the smartphone applications on the cloud by performing a code analysis for application partitioning, taking into consideration the offloading cost and constraints. CloneCloud also supports fine-grained thread-level migration that is more beneficial compared to the traditional suspend-migrate-resume mechanisms [96] . Considering the shortcomings, the model is only capable of migrating at points in the execution where no native heap state is collected. Moreover, CloneCloud requires the development of cost model for every application under different partitions, where each partition is executed separately on the mobile device and the cloud. Therefore, the execution of partitions on mobile device for the development of cost model may consume extra energy. Furthermore, to fit all of the proposed augmentation types, basic and fine-grained synchronization is required between the smartphone and the clone that may be resource intensive in terms of bandwidth utilization and energy consumption. Nevertheless, the authors assume that the cloud environment is secure that is not always the case. In CloneCloud, the privacy of data and piracy of applications is of high concern from the clones' perspective. For example, if an adversary gets a clone of the smartphone from the cloud, then the clone can be easily installed on the same model of the smartphone. Therefore, the adversary may use the clones' data and installed applications that may lead to data privacy and application piracy issues.
2) Zhang et al. Model: Zhang et al. [97] propose a model that is based on elastic applications technique, where a single elastic application is partitioned into multiple components called weblets. A weblet can be defined as an independent functional unit of an application that can compute, store, and communicate while keeping its execution location transparent. The offloading decision of the weblets depends on factors such as CPU load, memory, network conditions, user preferences and battery level. Moreover, the weblets can be platformindependent or platform-dependent, based on the programming technology used. The topology of the elastic applications falls into multiple types of patterns, called elasticity patterns.
Weblets support three types of elasticity patterns, i.e., replication, splitter and aggregation as shown in Figure 6 .
The replication pattern supports two types of replications. In the first type, multiple replicas of a weblet execute in the cloud to complete a single task. This type of replication is very useful in reducing execution time and latency, particularly for applications that can be divided into similar tasks, for instance, scanning files and processing a set of images. The second type of replication is useful for situations where [97] applications cannot be divided into similar tasks. Therefore, multiple replicas of a weblet execute in the cloud, and the one that completes its execution first returns the result to the smartphone. Consequently, to some extent it reduces the latency and provides fault tolerance.
The splitter pattern executes different implementations of a weblet on a shared resource. The splitter pattern increases the extensibility of the applications by adding new implementations to a shared resource without changing the application structure. Moreover, splitter pattern is useful in enhancing user experience as it congregates multiple services on a single device. For instance, different weblet implementations can get user data from different social networks and provide a unified interface to the user for accessing multiple social network services.
The aggregator pattern runs multiple weblets in the cloud that monitor user web accounts and services, such as emails and instant messages. Therefore, whenever some account activity occurs, the weblets relay the aggregated information to the device using weblet push. In some cases, the splitter and aggregator patterns may work together, where splitter pushes the request to the weblet and the aggregator pushes the data to the device.
The elastic applications have three main components, i.e., user interface, weblet(s) and manifest. The User Interface (UI) is used for interaction with the applications. The weblet is an independent functional unit of an application and executes on the device or cloud. Lastly, the manifest is a static XML file that contains information about the application requirements and constraints, such as processing power, storage, network [97] connection, execution time and execution location. The main architecture of Zhang et al. model is illustrated in Figure 7 .
On the smartphone side, Device Elasticity Manager (DEM) is the main component that is responsible for application configuration (at launch time and on run-time) and weblet migration. The application configuration includes information about weblet replication, execution location, communication path (3G, WiFi), processor utilization, battery state, and the required hardware (sensors). Alternatively, Cloud Elasticity Service (CES) is one of the main components that resides on the cloud side and consists of four sub-components, (1) a cloud manager that is responsible for provisioning and monitoring of resources on the cloud that are provided to the weblets, (2) an application manager that launches and maintains the weblets on the cloud platform, (3) a cloud sensing that collects information about weblets resource consumption and provides that information to the cloud manager, and (4) a Cloud Fabric Interface (CFI), which is a service provided to the elastic applications/smartphones. Moreover, CFI facilitates the migration of weblets between the smartphones and the cloud. Also, the cloud side contains a node manager that is responsible for monitoring the overall cloud node (server) resources.
Among the advantages of Zhang et al. model is a wide range of elasticity patterns to optimize the execution of applications according to the users' desired objectives. Consequently, the offloading decisions of the weblets are based on a cost model that accounts for various parameters, such as energy consumption, application performance and data privacy. Considering the pitfalls, the proposed prototype uses a simple weblet launch scheduling that does not truly reflect the effectiveness of the proposed cost model. The sharing of data and states between the weblets that execute on distributed locations are prone to security issues. Therefore, Zhang et al. [98] critically analyzed elastic applications for various security threats, such as authentication, trustworthiness (of the weblet containers), authorization, communication, and auditing. Nevertheless, the proposed model [97] is also affected by data sharing delays (smartphone-weblet, weblet-weblet) for which data replication solutions may be required. However, the data replication may give rise to data synchronization and integrity issues.
B. Energy Based Application Models
Energy based application models are designed to reduce energy consumption of mobile device applications by utilizing cloud resources. This is achieved by reducing the computational overhead of applications through computation offloading. Consequently, the resource intensive computational tasks are performed in the cloud and applications consume less energy on mobile devices.
1) µ Cloud:
The µCloud [99] model focuses on the composition of applications from heterogeneous components to support flexibility, reusability, and configurability. Therefore, to achieve composition of applications from heterogeneous components, the application components are presented in the form of a graph, where each component may execute on a smartphone, cloud, or both (called hybrid components). The hybrid components may have multiple implementations and requires a middleware, such as WebOS [100] , for execution. Moreover, the components are easily identifiable, and loosely bounded with input/output parameters, private memory and configuration information. In µCloud, the applications are presented as directed graphs, where the nodes represent components and the edges represent control flow between the components. Therefore, when an application graph executes, each component injects its output into the subsequent components. Figure 8 presents the application partitioning and execution model of the µCloud.
As shown in Figure 8 , first an application is partitioned into small sub partitions (PA and PB), where each partition has components with homogeneous resource requirements. Further, the partitions are divided into fragments (A1, B1, B2) that are executed by the orchestrator in a many-to-many relationship. The architecture of an orchestrator is shown in Figure 9 .
The orchestrator consists of three main elements, (1) a Conductor that executes components according to the application [99] graph and passes the execution flow to other components, (2) a data engine that assists in optimizing the dataflow between the components, and (3) a Performance Monitoring Agent (PMA) that is responsible for monitoring the performance of an application.
The positive point of µCloud is that it supports selfcontained application components that are decoupled from each other. µCloud requires skilled programmers for the development of the application components that are later used by the layman users for the development of applications. Consequently, the decoupled application components are reusable and provide flexibility in terms of application modeling. The negative point of the model is that it requires high programming efforts for the development of components. Moreover, in µCloud a single application partition can only execute on one orchestrator at a time. Nevertheless, no mechanism is proposed for securing the data that is exchanged between the components, making the model vulnerable to security and privacy threats.
C. Constraint Based Application Models
Constraint based application models are designed to execute applications in resource constrained environment (such as smartphones) by using cloud resources. For instance, consider a mobile device that has insufficient local resources (unavailable or overloaded) for execution of an application. In these models, the light weight application components execute on mobile device while the resource intensive components execute in the cloud. Consequently, these models enable high resource-demanding applications to execute on resource constrained devices.
1) Satyanarayanan et al. Model: In [2], Satyanarayanan et al.
propose a model that is based on augmented execution technique. The model uses a concept of virtual machine that runs on trusted and resource-rich computer, or a cluster of computers named cloudlet. Moreover, the mobile devices act like a thin client, and offload resource-intensive tasks to the cloudlet. The article presents two approaches for the computation offloading, i.e., VM migration and VM synthesis [101] . The VM migration approach suspends the VM execution and saves the processor, disk and memory states. Next, the VM migrates to the cloudlet and resumes execution from the saved point. The feasibility of VM migration is supported by SoulPad [102] , Collective [103] , Internet Suspend/Resume (ISR) system [104] , [105] , and Xen live migration [106] . Alternatively, VM synthesis derives a small VM overlay from the mobile device and moves the overlay to the cloudlet. The VM overlay applies on the base VM and the execution resumes from the saved point, as shown in Figure 10 .
The latency issue is very crucial in mobile cloud application models [107] . Therefore, the proposed model offloads the computation to the nearby infrastructure instead of distant clouds to avoid delays incurred by wide-area networks. Moreover, the mobile devices rely on low-latency, one-hop cloudlet that is accessible via a Wi-Fi connection. Also, the model supports parallelism that can be achieved by using the technique mentioned in [108] .
The main advantage of Satyanarayanan et al. model is that the VM based approach is less fragile compared to the process migration and software virtualization [109] . This approach is also less restrictive in terms of language-based virtualization, where systems are bound to support specific programming languages. Consequently, if the cloudlet is a cluster, then VM parallelism can be achieved by using multiple cores [108] . Among the pitfalls of the model is that the VM synthesis process requires sixty to ninety seconds that makes the technique unsuitable for real-time tasks [2] . Moreover, the overlay extraction and compression that are performed on the smartphone requires computation and consumes battery power. Furthermore, if the smartphone VM overlay is from an old version base VM, then the overlay may not find a compatible cloudlet. Therefore, update patches are required for the old operating systems to make the overlays compatible with all cloudlets. Although the patches may resolve the Fig. 10 . VM Synthesis [2] compatibility issue, the patches increase the size of the overlay. Alternatively, new replacement overlays may be required using update patches. The model also requires trust establishment schemes such as [110] and [111] to keep the users secure from malicious VMs. Lastly, the cloudlets are not available everywhere that makes the proposed model less scalable.
2) Giurgiu et al. Model:
Giurgiu et al. [43] propose a model that focuses on partial offloading of the applications to the cloud/server. The proposed model is based on distributed layers technique in which functional layers are distributed between the smartphone and the server to optimize latency, data transfer delay, and cost. The model uses R-OSGi [112] and AlfredO [113] frameworks for the management and deployment of applications. R-OSGi is an enhanced version of OSGi [114] that supports multiple VMs residing on distributed servers, whereas the primary objective of OSGi is to assist with the decomposition and coupling of applications into modules, called bundles. Alternatively, AlfredO facilitates the distribution of bundles of multiple layers (presentation, logic and data) between the smartphone and the server. The presentation layer resides on the smartphone while the logic layer is distributed between the server and the smartphone. Moreover, the data layer is fully deployed on the server to minimize the data access delay. The architecture of AlfredO is represented in Figure 11 .
The AlfredO system consists of AlfredOClient, AlfredOCore, and a renderer. The AlfredOClient fetches application bundles and services while the AlfredOCore is responsible for optimal deployment of bundles by using application partitioning algorithms such as All-step and K-step. In all-step algorithm, partitions are computed offline on the basis of phone hardware resources and network conditions. Conversely, in K-step algorithm the partitions are computed on run-time when a phone connects the server and specifies the hardware resources. Lastly, the renderer generates UI according to the application description that is received from the AlfredOCore.
In Giurgiu et al.'s model, the usage of applications is very unique. First, a connection is established to the server by R-OSGi with or without the involvement of SLP [115] , Fig. 11 . AlfredO architecture depending on whether the address is known or unknown. Then, AlfredOCore computes the optimal deployment of the bundles, and returns the application description and list of services to the AlfredOClient. Finally, the renderer generates a user interface according to the received application descriptor, and AlfredOClient fetches the required services. In this model, if a client wants to use a service that can run on the client, then the server transfers the application bundle to the client as illustrated in Figure 11 (Bundle A -S1). However, if the service is bound to run on the server, then a client creates a local proxy to the server to use the service, as shown in Figure 11 (Bundle B proxy -S2 S3).
The main advantage of Giurgiu et al. model is that it supports heterogeneous client side environments and distributes functional layers between the smartphone and the server to optimize latency. However, as the user interface and service logic are tightly coupled, the modularization at the service logic level may involve changes in the user interface. Another shortcoming of Giurgiu et al. model is that the decision of the application component (bundle) distribution is server dependent that is not favorable in terms of server scalability and smartphone dynamic resource requirements. Consequently, a decision about component distribution that seems favorable at first, may turn unfavorable due to network conditions or smartphone resource availability. Therefore, timely reassessment of the (distributed) components is required, which may add to the overhead of the server and the smartphone. Moreover, due to the dependence on R-OSGI, higher delays are expected in proxy settings and component installation. Furthermore, the proposed model requires modifications in the application source code and increases burden on programmers.
3) eXCloud: eXCloud (Extensible Cloud) [116] supports VM instance level computation offloading to the cloud. eXCloud uses Stack-On-Demand (SOD) on top of VM systems to migrate the top stack frames or segments of the frames to the cloud. The code and heap data is left on the smartphone that is transferred later on demand. Moreover, eXCloud uses SOD Execution Engine (SODEE) layer between the applications and underlying components. SODEE layer is transparent to the applications, and no modifications are required in the application executables or JVM. Therefore, eXCloud migrate the tasks to the cloud when smartphone load exceeds certain level or the tasks are unable to execute on the smartphone due to insufficient resources. eXCloud also supports locality driven migration, where the computation is moved near to the data source to minimize data access delay. Figure 12 illustrates the main architecture of eXCloud. The main components of eXCloud are class pre-processor, migration manager, object preprocessor, communication manager and resource manager. The class preprocessor is responsible for adding state capturing and restoring code to the Java applications' byte code before it is loaded to the JVM. The migration manager serves the migration requests, while the object pre-processor handles the synchronization of objects among execution sites. The worker manager is responsible for the creation and management of worker processes. To offload a task to the cloud, an instance of the worker process is created in the cloud to receive and execute the offloaded task. Worker processes can be created in advance and set to wait in a standby mode to reduce execution delay. Next, the communication manager manages the communication between the cloud node and the smartphone. On the smartphone side, the resource manager is responsible for the provisioning of resources to the applications. Therefore, when resources are insufficient or unavailable, the resource manager requests the migration manager to perform migration of the task to the cloud where required resources are available. Consequently, the migration manager performs the task migration and waits for the result. On completion of the task, the result is returned to the smartphone and the application continues its normal execution.
Considering the advantages of eXCloud, it transfers only the top stack frames, unlike the traditional process migration techniques in which full state migrations are performed. eXCloud does not have any specific runtime requirements and works with standard JVM and Java libraries. Moreover, eXCloud provides multi-level task mobility, and provides lightweight partial state migration among cloud nodes and smartphones. Among the shortcomings of eXCloud is that it is not context aware and computation offloading is done based on local resource availability. Therefore, eXCloud offloads computation to the cloud whenever smartphone resources are insufficient or overloaded without considering energy and performance gain that can be achieved by offloading. Moreover, eXCloud does not take into account the availability of required resources (in the cloud), such as processing power and memory. Furthermore, for large input size, the eXCloud based applications may incur high computational time in the cloud environment due to on-demand data sharing between the smartphone and the cloud.
D. Multi-objective Application Models
The purpose of these models is to achieve multiple objectives mainly performance and energy efficiency at the same time with a fair tradeoff between required objectives. These models are considered more affective as they support multiple objectives unlike the performance and energy based models (discussed in A and B) that are designed to achieve a singular objective and may sacrifice energy efficiency or performance, respectively. 1) MAUI: MAUI [14] provides fine-grained application code offloading with minimum programmer intervention. The main focus of this model is to minimize energy consumption of mobile devices, which is the foremost challenge of the mobile industry. Therefore, MAUI offloads all the resourceintensive methods to the nearby infrastructure or cloud, provided the offloading is beneficial in terms of energy.
MAUI uses a profiler (optimization engine) that analyzes energy consumption involved in the local and remote execution of the code. Moreover, MAUI profiles offload methods and use history-based approach to predict the execution time of a particular code. Therefore, if the remote execution is beneficial in terms of energy, then the code is offloaded to the nearby infrastructure. In MAUI, the application partitioning is dynamic and the offloading is done on the basis of methods instead of complete application modules to minimize the offloading delay. However, MAUI creates two versions of smartphone application, for local and remote execution using Microsoft .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR) [117] . The architecture of MAUI is shown in Figure 13 .
In MAUI, the mobile device consists of three main components, i.e., solver interface, profiler and client proxy. The solver interface provides interaction with the solver (decision engine) and facilitates the offloading decision making. The profiler collects information regarding the application energy [14] consumption and data transfer requirements. The client proxy deals with the method offloading and data transfer. Similarly, the server side consists of profiler, server proxy, solver and controller. However, the working of a profiler and server proxy is similar to the smartphone. The solver is the main decision engine of the MAUI that holds the call graph of the applications and the scheduled methods. Lastly, the controller is responsible for the authentication and resource allocation for incoming requests.
Considering the advantages, MAUI provides a programming environment where independent methods can be marked for remote execution. It uses dynamic partitioning of the applications to reduce burden on the programmers. Moreover, MAUI does not only focus on memory constrains of the smartphone but also considers the energy consumption involved in the offloading procedure. Furthermore, MAUI supports finegrained method level offloading that can offload even single methods instead of offloading the whole software blocks.
However, single method offloading is less beneficial compared to combined methods (multiple methods) offloading. Another weakness of MAUI is that if the programmer forgets to mark methods (for remote execution), MAUI will not be able to offload those methods. Also, MAUI saves information about the offloaded methods (for future decisions) and uses online profiling to create an energy consumption model. When new offloading requests are received, MAUI uses history data to predict the execution time of the task. However, the execution time of the task is input size dependant that is not considered by the MAUI. Therefore, the predictions of MAUI might be wrong, resulting in wrong offloading decisions. Nevertheless, the MAUI profilers consume processing power, memory and energy, which is an overhead on the smartphones.
2) ThinkAir: ThinkAir [44] supports method-level offloading to a smartphone clone executing in the cloud. It is designed to achieve the desired QoS by executing multiple clones of the smartphone in parallel [60] . ThinkAir requires minor modifications in the source code of the applications. Therefore, it is the duty of the programmers to identify all resourceintensive methods that can be offloaded to the cloud for remote execution. When a remoteable (offloadable) method is called, ThinkAir starts the profilers to monitor the remoteable method and store the information for future offloading decisions. Moreover, the execution controller makes a decision about the execution location of the method that is based on the execution time, energy consumption, and previous execution history kept by the profilers.
For remote execution, ThinkAir sends the smartphone side calling object to the application server in the cloud, and waits for the result. If the connection to the cloud is disrupted, then ThinkAir falls back to local execution while attempting to reconnect asynchronously. Alternatively, if the method fails to execute in the cloud, then the exception is propagated back to the smartphone so that the local control flow of an application is not disturbed. Figure 14 illustrates the main architecture of the ThinkAir framework.
On the smartphone side, ThinkAir consist of an execution controller, a client handler, and profilers. The execution controller is responsible for the identification of remotable methods that are marked by the programmer. Moreover, the execution controller makes the offloading decisions and communicates with the server. The client handler is responsible for the execution of the communication protocols and management of the connection between the client and the cloud. The profilers are the most important part of the framework because the offloading decision is based on the accuracy of these profilers. Currently, ThinkAir supports three profilers that coordinate with the energy model. The device profiler monitors the energy consumption of the device hardware resources, such as processor, antennas, display screen etc. The program profiler monitors the program parameters, for instance, execution time, acquired memory, thread CPU time, number of instructions and method calls. Lastly, the network profiler monitors network related parameters, for instance, bandwidth, connectivity and delay.
On the server side, ThinkAir consist of a server handler, application server, and dynamic object input stream. The server handler is responsible for receiving computational requests and reporting the results back to the clients. It is also responsible for providing additional resources to support parallelism. The application server is responsible for the management of offloaded code. Besides, it is light-weight and facilities the process of replication. Lastly, the dynamic object input stream handles the exceptions generated during the execution of the offloaded code.
The main advantage of ThinkAir is that it takes into account the energy consumption when making the offloading decisions, and supports on-demand resource allocation and parallelism to reduce execution delays. The model offloading decisions are based on the profilers, and uses energy model to estimate energy consumption. ThinkAir's energy model is inspired by PowerTutor [118] that accounts all parameters of the supported profilers. Nevertheless, it does not require separate application servers for the distribution of the applications. Considering the shortcomings, ThinkAir does not support unmodified applications and requires programmers support for the demarcation of offloadable methods. Therefore, if any offloadable methods are left unmarked, then ThinkAir will not be able to offload those methods, which may affect the performance of the applications. Nevertheless, the profiling process of the model incurs an overhead on the smartphone because it consumes computation power, memory and energy.
3) Cuckoo: Cuckoo [119] is based on partial offloading of the applications to the cloud/nearby infrastructure, and is designed with the objective to make the programming easy for the developers by integrating the existing development tools that are familiar to the developers. Moreover, Cuckoo is designed for Android platform [89] and supports both local and remote method implementations. Figure 15 illustrates the Cuckoo application development process and model architecture.
For Cuckoo application development, a developer creates a project and writes the source code. Next, by using the existing activity/service model of Android [120] , computation intensive (services) and interactive parts (activities) of the application are separated. The separation is done with the help of an interface definition language called AIDL [121] . Further, the build system creates an interface and remote service that contains a dummy implementation done by the Cuckoo Remote Service Deriver (CRSD). Moreover, a stub/proxy is generated by the Cuckoo Service Rewriter (CSR) for each AIDL interface so that a method can be invoked locally or remotely on the basis of information provided by the Cuckoo Resource Manager. Implementation is done as both local and remote service. The local and remote interface implementation may seem identical, but behaves differently, as the algorithms and libraries may vary according to the location of the service execution. Later, the developer codes the local service implementation and overwrites the remote service implementation by using CSR. Finally, the build system compiles the code and provides an installable .apk file to the users.
The Cuckoo based applications can offload their computation to any Java Virtual Machine (JVM) residing on the nearby infrastructure or cloud. Therefore, it is the smartphones' application responsibility to install the service(s) on the server. Once the service is installed, the address of the server is passed to the resource manager running on the smartphone in the form of two dimension barcode [122] or resource description file. Finally, the address registrar registers the address and the remote resource becomes usable for the smartphone applications.
The main advantage of Cuckoo is that it supports partial offloading of the applications to the cloud and uses well known tools for application development. Considering the shortcomings, Cuckoo does not support asynchronous callbacks and state transferring from remote resources. Moreover, no states are saved while transferring from local to remote execution or vice versa for which Representational StateTransfer (REST) [123] may be required. Another shortcoming of Cuckoo is that it requires programmers support for the modification of applications. Furthermore, it lacks security features to restrict users from installing malfunctioned codes on the server and control illegal access to the resources. Nevertheless, the offloading decisions of Cuckoo are static and context unaware. 
V. MODELS COMPARISSON AND APPLICATION EXAMPLES
From the analysis presented in Section IV, it is evident that none of the application models have considered all parameters highlighted in Section III. All models except [97] have ignored the security and privacy issues of the applications' data, and smartphones' clone that resides in the cloud for augmented execution. Moreover, none of the application models have focused the application piracy control in the cloud environment.
A. Application Models Comparison
Table II presents the comparison of application models (discussed in Section IV) according to criteria mentioned in Section III. Table III presents a comparison of nearby infrastructure and public cloud platform according to criteria mentioned in Section III.
B. Mobile Cloud Computing Application Examples
Mobile devices can benefit from mobile cloud computing in multiple perspectives as discussed in section IV. Therefore, mobile cloud computing can facilitate multiple domains. For the proof of concept, researchers have implemented many applications using different application models (listed in Table II). Here, we present few more mobile cloud computing application examples to show how this technology can prove beneficial for various domains.
• Mathematical Tools: Complex mathematical calculations [132] , such as multiplication of a very large matrix require large computations and consume considerable amount of energy. Therefore, mobile devices can offload such computations to cloud that may help to gain energy efficiency and enhanced performance due to high computational power of the cloud. This type of applications can be developed using MAUI [14] , ThinkAir [44] , µCloud [99] , eXCloud [116] , and Cuckoo [119] model. 
Virus scan/ image search
Applications [124] , [125] , [126] , [127] , [128] • File Search: The latest smartphones have storage capacity of up to 80 gigabytes. Therefore, smartphones can store large amount of files due to which search functions may take up to few minutes. However, by using mobile cloud computing the search functions can execute on the smartphone clone (in the cloud) that may result as enhanced performance and energy efficiency (assuming that the smartphone and smartphone clone in the cloud are pre-synchronized) [83] . This type of applications can be developed using Satyanarayanan et al. [2] , and CloneCloud [95] Model.
• Imaging Tools: Image processing tasks demand large computations and the operations may take up to a few minutes for completion, for instance, when rendering a 3D image from a source file [133] . Therefore, the imaging tools can offload heavy computational operation to the cloud and benefit from enhanced performance and energy efficiency depending on the available resources (network, cloud) and runtime conditions. Such applications can be developed using MAUI [14] , ThinkAir [44] , µCloud [99] , eXCloud [116] , and Cuckoo [119] model. • Games: Gaming applications usually require heavy computation (on large datasets) and quick response time for user interaction. Therefore, computation offloading is not recommended as it may reduce the game performance. For instance, First Person Shooting (FPS) games [134] are not suitable for computation offloading. However, some games require large computation using small datasets that enable quick computation offloading and lead to energy efficiency, for instance, chess game [14] . This type of games can be developed using MAUI [14] , ThinkAir [44] , µCloud [99] , eXCloud [116] , and Cuckoo [119] model. • Download Applications: Downloading files at low data rate consumes high energy compared to high data rate. Therefore, it is beneficial in terms of energy to download files in the cloud and then transfer files to the mobile device with high speed. For instance, mobile cloud BitTorrent application [135] can download file parts from multiple peers in the cloud, and then transfer the download file to mobile device at high speed to reduce energy consumption. Such applications can be developed using Zhang et al's model [97] .
• Antivirus Applications: Considering the increasing threat from viruses and malwares, antivirus applications are becoming vital part of smartphones. However, scanning a smartphone for viruses requires computation that consume high amount of energy. Using mobile cloud computing, the smartphone clone can be scanned in the cloud to save energy (assuming that the smartphone and smartphone clone in the cloud are pre-synchronized) [44] . This type of applications can be developed using Satyanarayanan et al. [2] , and CloneCloud [95] Model.
• Security: The software and hardware level enhancements of smartphones enable them to execute wide range of applications. However, installing large number of applications may increase the threat from malwares that can jeopardize users' personal information stored on the smartphone. Using mobile cloud computing, the mobile device applications can execute their services in the cloud that may reduce the threat from attackers. Consequently, the mobile devices execute more trusted and less complex applications with enhanced security and energy efficiency. The aforementioned security aspects is the focus of the MobiCloud framework [136] along many other important issues, such as trust management and secure routing. There can be hundreds of similar applications that can take advantage of mobile cloud computing. However, the objective of using mobile cloud computing (such as energy efficiency, performance enhancement, and application execution) must be known before adopting any application model. For example, the chess game can offload computation to the cloud at runtime to save energy. Alternatively, for file search, energy efficiency is only achieved when the smartphone clone is already available in the cloud and synchronized with the smartphone. Therefore, application models must be chosen wisely to achieve the desired objective(s).
Nevertheless, mobile cloud applications require variable amount of communication for computation offloading that depends on the nature of application and models' working (as discussed in Section IV). It is a fact that mobile cloud applications will increase the overall Internet traffic and threaten the revenue of mobile network operators in the upcoming years [137] . However, mobile cloud applications open new ways of effective communication that can help to reduce data communication between the mobile devices and network operators. Consider the aforementioned torrent example in which required file is downloaded in the cloud and then transferred to mobile device with high speed. Consequently, the mobile network communication channel is utilized affectively and for limited time. Similarly, efficient communications of cellular radios are great contributors of energy efficiency on mobile devices. Therefore, mobile cloud applications can also help to reduce energy consumption by using aggregation and compression techniques in the cloud to achieve energy efficiency on mobile devices [138] . Nevertheless, mobile cloud applications may help to secure communication [136] and facilitate routing [139] by using cloud technology.
VI. CONCLUSION
A number of the application models discussed in Section IV impose intensive coding on the programmers. In order to ease the burden on the programmers, new programming tools are required that provide programming abstraction and hide the underlying complexities of the cloud and mobile devices.
The developed applications usually support one execution platform, thus, limiting the offloading of the elements (applications, components, clones) to other platforms. The mobile cloud execution platforms need to be standardized to ease computation offloading to the mobile cloud platforms. Also, new energy consumption models are required to facilitate accurate decision making by considering the main entities involved in the offloading process.
The mobile cloud application models that are based on augmented execution of the smartphone clone in the cloud require synchronization of the smartphone and the clone. Therefore, new synchronization policies are required that can perform timely synchronization, taking into account accuracy, execution delay, and bandwidth utilization. Moreover, a smartphone clone contains its user's data and licensed applications that are vulnerable to security attacks and piracy issues. A security mechanism is required to secure the clones from illegal access and protect the smartphone users from the malicious VMs executing in the cloud. Nevertheless, if a smartphone clone falls into the wrong hands, then the adversary may install the clone on a smartphone of the same model and access the licensed applications illegally. To handle this issue, a new mobile cloud application piracy control framework is required.
Some European Union data management laws and cloud computing principals are contrary to each other. Moreover, the provision of virtually unlimited resources to untrustworthy users may cause problems for the victims (enterprises, users) and the service providers. Therefore, new policies are required that can confine mobile user access to optimum resources, or timely identify and revoke access of the untrustworthy users. Consequently, there is a need to standardize the mobile cloud computing platforms and refine the data management laws accordingly, so that the mobile cloud computing can flourish and mobile users can truly benefit from the cloud computing technology.
